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Protecting Earth’s Sacred Network
There is an energetic matrix that connects sacred sites around the Earth, known and 
honored by indigenous wisdom keepers and ancient traditions.

atural sites, megalithic structures, and prophetic animals all 
exist on this sacred grid with astrological alignments that 

carry significance and power. Together, they weave a vital energetic 
web that allows Earth to regenerate, heal herself, and raise the 
consciousness of all beings.

The Kogi tribe of Colombia calls this network the invisible line 
or “Shikwá”. African keepers of the “Great Knowledge” speak of 
a Golden Nile Meridian connecting the Pyramids of Egypt to the 
heartlands of white lions in Timbavati, South Africa. All over the 

N world, ancient advanced cultures built structures such as the Giza 
Pyramids, Stonehenge, the Moai on Rapa Nui, and Puma Punku on 
the electromagnetic ley lines of the Earth. 

For thousands of years, this matrix was alive with a life force energy 
that nourished our sacred relationship with the Earth. Sacred sites 
were communal gathering places for ritual and prayer that provided 
spiritual sustenance to nature, animals, the elements, and the 
planet. These practices kept humanity connected to its sacredness 
and in balance with a sustainable, ecological existence.



Today we live in a world where we’ve lost this connection. The Earth’s energetic 
network has been forgotten and we’ve abandoned the ancient wisdom of indigenous 
peoples. Sacred sites have been destroyed or harmed, their spiritual guardians have 
gone dormant, and their animal guardians are threatened or extinct. We’re on a destructive 
path that threatens the planet and our survival. 

Across the globe, the message from indigenous elders is the same: 

We have five years to change our current trajectory 
or we face a future of environmental disaster and  
human suffering.

Yet there is still hope. A powerful, energized network of sacred sites can help transform 
the challenges of the present into a future of harmony and peace. 

By supporting the activation and preservation of sacred places, we awaken our es-
sential connection with Mother Earth and our own divine nature. With this new awareness, 
we can innovate solutions that integrate the wisdom of our ancient past with the technolo-
gies of the future.  

Above all, we can remember what we’ve forgotten - that we 
are spiritual beings with limitless potential for creating a new 
global reality. 

2024
The Turning Point for Humanity



We activate and preserve Earth’s  
sacred sites to usher in a new global 
consciousness of ecological balance 
and spiritual oneness.

Establish a global voice of authority for sacred site protection 
based on indigenous values, scientific research, sustainable  
practices, and spiritual disciplines.

Connect and mobilize a knowledge community for learning and 
applying ancient wisdom as a blueprint for living an ecologically- 
minded future.

Support projects that integrate modern science and spiritual 
knowledge to find solutions for returning us to balance with 
the Earth.

Inspire the creation of new sites for nurturing the sacred in our 
communities and ourselves by providing research, sharing sacred 
templates, and funding their design and construction.
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Our Vision

Our Mission



Who We Are
We are an international alliance of indigenous 
wisdom councils and legal, cultural, and 
conservation organizations engaged in sacred 
site protection and activation spanning cultures 
and continents. 

upported and guided by Le Ciel Foundation,  
One Ancient Future (OAF) was founded in 2019 by 

members of the Sacred Sites & Architecture work group at 
Le Ciel’s Holistic Visions Symposium.

One of the Foundation’s primary projects, the Symposium 
was held in Barcelona, Spain in November 2018. At the 
event, 144 innovators, influencers and investors from 36 
countries gathered to address the planet’s most urgent 
challenges. Guided spiritually by the Twelve and Above 
Wisdom Council (“The Sacred in Reality”), participants 
were divided into work groups focused on topics inspired 
by the United Nations sustainable development goals.
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Founder
EVOL Foundation
Switzerland 

Stefanie Schuster
Creative Producer
Film & Advertising
Germany
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Who We  
Serve

OAF  
Members

Le Ciel Foundation     •    The Twelve and Above Wisdom Council    •    EVOL Foundation     •    The Global White Lion Protection Trust

Jean-Marc Delacourt 
CEO & Founder  
Pure Massage  
Spain 

John Solus Matthew
Musician, Ceremonialist, Healer
United States 

Indigenous Wisdom Councils
Global Foundations
Conservation Organizations
NGOs
Ministries of Culture
Legal Experts
Academic and Scientific Researchers

Brad Nye
Founder  
Tribalize
United States

Jennifer Houston 
Founder & President 
The Red Balloon Project
United States

Bianca Borghetti   
Executive Director  
Fazenda Catuçaba and 
Pousada Picinguaba  
Brazil 

New Energies

Sacred Sites and Architecture

A different approach to Families 
and Communities

Multi-Dimensional perspectives
 within Education

Financial Systems

WaterSeeding global community

The Sacred 
in Reality

Transportation and Reforestation 

Cleansing the Earth’s biosphere

Integral Health

Love and righteousness

Agriculture and Permaculture for a new world

THE 13 WORKSHOPS OF THE HOLISTIC VISIONS SYMPOSIUM
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The 13 Holistic Visions Workshops

http://lecielfoundation.com/
http://lecielfoundation.com/holistic-visions-the-symposium/
http://lecielfoundation.com/
http://lecielfoundation.com/twelve-and-above-the-wisdom-council/
https://evol-forum.ch/foundation-en/
https://whitelions.org/


ASSEGAIA  
GLOBAL CONFERENCE 
for the DECLARATION of 

 SACRED SITES

TIMBAVATI / TSAU WHITE LION 
HEARTLANDS, SOUTH AFRICA
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Holistic Visions groups were tasked with finding concrete, 
innovative solutions to the most urgent challenges facing 
the world today. Sacred sites are an integral aspect of these 
interconnected efforts.

Post-Symposium, these dedicated teams have continued to 
collaborate and weave their solutions for the benefit of the 
Earth and humanity. They will reconvene in December 2019 
to present their accomplishments, share their insights, and 
further their unique vision for the world.

LE CIEL FOUNDATION
A London-based charity, Le Ciel Foundation is focused on restoring harmony and ecology on a 
global scale through cultural, spiritual and environmental projects. In addition to the Holistic 
Visions Symposium, Le Ciel Foundation projects include The Twelve documentary film, the 
establishment of The Twelve and Above Wisdom Council, the 2017 World Meditation at the 
U.N. in New York City, and the 2017 Wisdom and Nature Exhibition in London, Paris and New York. 

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens 

can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”

MARGARET MEAD

These highly developed, interconnected projects focus on reactivating the Earth’s 
energetic grid and protecting global sacred sites.

CASAS ESPIRITUALES
with the KOGI TRIBE

of COLOMBIA 

2019: ITALY, CHINA, ALASKA

THE GIZA 
PROJECT

EGYPT
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2019PROJECTS



ASSEGAIA 
GLOBAL CONFERENCE 
for the DECLARATION of

 SACRED SITES

TIMBAVATI / TSAU WHITE LION
HEARTLANDS, SOUTH AFRICA
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2019-2025: GLOBAL LOCATIONS

Mamas priests of the Kogi tribe are reactivating 12 sacred natural 
sites or ‘cerros tutelares’ around the world to restore the energetic 
balance of the Earth. Their work includes returning sacred objects 
to their original locations, recovering sacred sites with ancestral 
communities, and building spiritual houses to reconnect people 
with their inner knowledge. According to the mamas, these efforts 
over the next six years will re-establish planetary equilibrium and 
help us rebirth humanity.

Each original sacred site has a specific role in the ancestral order as guardians of life, nature, earth, 
water, air, animals, and the elements. When the mamas conduct ceremonies to reactivate these locations, 
they do so in accordance with the ancestral cultures, including building spiritual houses with natural 
elements in alignment with their ancestral vision.

Once constructed, the houses provide a gathering place for local people of all ages to reconnect to 
their inner knowledge, re-establish their relationship with the cosmos, and find coherence. When they 
can feel, see, and speak the same frequency as nature, they can give back to the Earth in repayments that 
become the planet’s reserve spiritual energy.

1 Casas Espirituales

2019PROJECTS
These highly developed, interconnected projects focus on reactivating the Earth’s 
energetic grid and protecting global sacred sites.



Returning sacred objects also has specific meaning to the Kogis.  
The “Older Brothers,” as they call themselves, believe these objects are 
not mere ornamentation or decorative pieces but living beings with a 
relationship to the origin of the Universe. Each has its original location 
and its spiritual guardians. Giving them back to their original sites is a 
crucial part of the ancestral reordering. 

Together with Le Ciel Foundation, the Kogi are working with museums, 
antiquities ministries, and private collectors around the world to find 
and return these objects.

The Kogi have already established the first site (considered the 
center of the network) in Ecuador with descendents of the indigenous 
Paltas. In 2019 they plan to reactivate three more sites, including Mt. 
Etna in Italy and sites in China and Alaska.

2019PROJECTS

Milestones

Budget

2018 2019 2020-2025

First Site Activation  
(center of the network)  
Ecuador

Completed in collaboration 
with descendents of the  
indigenous Paltas

This project is currently being funded by Le Ciel Foundation. 
OAF is supporting the Casas Espirituales by crafting the narra-
tive for the project and raising awareness of the project’s global 
impact and relevance to all sacred sites.

Italy (Mt. Etna) 
China
Alaska

Sites to be determined

These highly developed, interconnected projects focus on reactivating the Earth’s 
energetic grid and protecting global sacred sites.



Sites to be determined

There is significant evidence that this unexplored complex was in 

fact built by ancient advanced cultures with sophisticated construction 

technologies that far exceeded those of ancient Egypt and which are 

connected to other megalithic sacred structures around the world. Literary 

references and sacred knowledge dates the underground structures back 

to the predynastic Lemurian and Atlantean civilizations more than 12,000 

years ago. It is believed these cultures existed from 40,000 - 10,000 BC 

before disappearing from the Earth. 

The Giza Project is based on more than 30 years of scientific and historical 

research by Paganini, as well as physical expeditions, intensive academic 

analysis, and spiritual discovery. Paganini began receiving channeled 

messages from the spiritual being Thoth in 1999. The experiences led him 

to devote decades to researching and exploring the complexes. He also 

authored The Giza Legacy detailing his research and founded the EVOL 

Foundation to support further exploration.

The Giza Project includes a team of scientific, academic, and spiritual 

experts and encompasses two distinct phases of underground exploration:

PHASE 1: 2019
Subterranean Osiris complex beneath the Giza pyramids

PHASE 2: 2020 
Chambers beneath the Sphinx

The proof that these ancient advanced cultures existed would recon-

figure humanity’s understanding of its own history and evolution. Learning 

how to apply their technologies could help transform our current path of 

environmental destruction into one of lasting balance, harmony, and peace.

MAY 2019-2020: EGYPT

While Egyptologists publicly deny their existence, hidden 
chambers and shafts exist under the pyramids that 
are believed to pre-date the Pharaonic dynasties back 
to 10,000 BC. These unexplored complexes may hold 
evidence of ancient advanced cultures connected to 
sacred megalithic structures around the world, altering 
humanity’s current understanding of history. Led by 
OAF member Rico Paganini, the GIZA expedition seeks 
to uncover new discoveries and artifacts.

The Giza Project represents the reactivation of one of the world’s most ancient sites 

beneath the pyramids of Egypt. Like Timbavati in South Africa and sacred natural 

sites recognized by the Kogi, Giza is located on a crossing point of ley line waves and 

an integral part of the global energetic grid for regenerating and healing the Earth. 

2019PROJECTS

2 The Giza Project

These highly developed, interconnected projects focus on reactivating the Earth’s 
energetic grid and protecting global sacred sites.



$120,000

$42,000

$21,000

$67,000

TOTAL            $250,000

2019PROJECTS

Milestones

Budget

2019 2020

University Restoration, Conservation, Artifact Examination

Technical Equipment Rental

Team of Experts

Consulting

Fieldwork

Airfare & Travel

Accommodations & Meals

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

NOV

DEC

JAN
MAR
APR

MAY

Project selection for One Ancient Future 2019 initiative 

Finalize documentation for the Osiris Conservation 
Project (OCP)

Sign Memorandum of Understanding with Misr 
University of Science and Technology (MUST)

Submit request for approval and permit to the  
Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities

Receive approval and permit for OCP 

Begin Osiris Conservation Project (ending May 2020)

Expected discoveries

Document  artifacts

Examine and verify artifacts

Conduct studies of the results             

Finalize formal OCP report with MUST for the 
Ministry of Antiquities and submit to Supreme 
Council of Antiquities

Complete OCP public report

Present discoveries and artifacts at formal 
international media event

These highly developed, interconnected projects focus on reactivating the Earth’s 
energetic grid and protecting global sacred sites.

Subterranean  
Osiris complex



THE FOUNDING OF A GLOBAL ALLIANCE

As an independent advisory authority, the ASSEGAIA Global Alliance seeks 
to uphold and mandate the rights of sacred sites globally. Together with its 
members, ASSEGAIA will make a formal declaration for their protection to:

AUGUST 7-22, 2019:  
TIMBAVATI/TSAU WHITE LION HEARTLANDS, SOUTH AFRICA

This international conference formalizes ASSEGAIA, an Alliance 

for the Sacred Sites of Mother Earth (Gaia), to strengthen a united 

voice of international authority for sacred site protection.

Led by OAF in  partnership with Le Ciel Foundation, The Global White Lion 
Protection Trust, and EVOL Foundation, this global conference gathers organizations 
representing indigenous-based expertise and cross-cultural, interdisciplinary knowledge 
systems (legal, scientific, conservation, cultural, spiritual). Participants will also be 
joined by leaders from the Global Big Cat Alliance and other leading conservation 
entities such as the Wilderness Foundation and Wild Trust.

The word ASSEGAIA carries sacred meaning for this critical gathering. It is 
symbolic of the Sacred Masculine Star Warrior (“Asse” means star in the ancient 
Bushman language) who offers a shield of protection for the Sacred Feminine of 
Mother Earth (Gaia).

2019PROJECTS

Identify sacred sites across the planet needing protection 

Unite a global voice of authority to fast track urgent sacred site status 
declarations

Advise international governing and associated bodies on sacred  
site protection

Identify key areas of revision for bringing existing legislation into 
alignment with customary law accepted and endorsed by the Alliance

Submit urgent applications to relevant governing bodies and associated 
parties for the protection of sacred sites that have been identified, 
nominated, sanctioned and validated by the ASSEGAIA Global Alliance

3 ASSEGAIA Global 
Conference for the
Declaration of Sacred Sites
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 Convening in the Heartlands of White Lion ancestral territories, the 
conference will be held during the astrological Lionsgate portal from August 
7-22nd. White Lions are prophetic animals revered as stellar beings by African 
wisdom keepers and indigenous tribes. Near extinction, their struggle for survival 
reflects the urgent need to address climate change and the desecration of 
sacred sites at this pivotal time on our planet. The Lionsgate portal provides 
a spiritual opportunity for humanity to heal its relationship with nature and 
receive high frequency light energy to activate its conscious awakening.

These highly developed, interconnected projects focus on reactivating the Earth’s 
energetic grid and protecting global sacred sites.



Travel and Accommodations   $93,068

Planning and Logistics   $20,692

Global Speakers and Influencers   $35,300

Photography and Video Documentation  $19,560

TOTAL $168,620

SPIRITUAL INVOCATION - EARTH DREAMING 
AUGUST 7-13, 2019

Invoking Animal Protectors of Sacred Sites: 
Kogi Jaguar & Timbavati White Lions

Participants: OAF members, Le Ciel Foundation  
representatives, Global White Lion Protection Trust 
leaders, Kogi elders of Colombia, African tribal elders, 
Egyptian Sufi elders

ASSEGAIA CONFERENCE AUGUST 14-19, 2019

Formation of ASSEGAIA and Declaration 
for the Protection of Sacred Sites

Participants:  OAF members, Le Ciel Foundation  
representatives, Global White Lion Protection Trust  
leaders, legal, cultural, conservation organizations

POST-CONFERENCE AUGUST 22, 2019

Announcement of the Declaration

2019PROJECTS

Conference 
Agenda

Budget

Milestones

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

 AUG

Draft Conference agenda / Develop attendee list

Finalize Conference Agenda

Secure Conference venue / Extend invitations

Conference logistical planning

Confirm participants

7th-22nd: ASSEGAIA Global Conference

2019

These highly developed, interconnected projects focus on reactivating the Earth’s 
energetic grid and protecting global sacred sites.

Giza Pyramids 30°N

Timbavati/Tsau  
White Lions Heartlands 24°S

Durban 30°S

Great Zimbabwe 

Boundary of the Sacred 
Land of Sokar 24°N

Linda Tucker,  
Mystery of the White Lions

GOLDEN NILE MERIDIAN
31’14”°E



OneAncientFutureMilestones

JAN

FEB/MAR

MAY

JUN/JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV/DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

TBD

TBD

Call for project submissions

Evaluate and select final projects 

Launch fundraising campaign

Conference planning, Casa Espirituales 
learning journeys with Kogi

7-22nd: ASSEGAIA Conference (South Africa)

Post-conference summary and next steps

Sacred Sites white paper

Holistic Visions Symposium  
(Le Ciel Foundation)
Formalize OAF structure and budgeting

Assemble OAF Wisdom Council
Call for project submissions
Branding and key messaging

Evaluate and select final projects 
Website/Online platform launch

Project fundraising and media campaign

Casa Espirituales learning journeys  
with the Kogi

Project funding grants announced

2019

2020

Linda Tucker,
Mystery of the White Lions



How You Can Help Your donation supports OAF’s efforts to
reactivate, preserve, and create new sacred 
sites around the world as well as to raise 
awareness of their significance through 
global projects and initiatives.

CASAS ESPIRITUALES
with the KOGI TRIBE

of COLOMBIA 

2019: ITALY, CHINA, ALASKA
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THE GIZA 
PROJECT

EGYPT
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JOIN US THIS YEAR as we devote our hearts and minds to three remarkable projects to reignite the sacred:

Your tax-deductible donations supporting One Ancient Future directly benefit OAF projects. 

Donations can be made through Le Ciel Foundation, a UK-Registered Charity n° 1181658.

For questions and additional information, 
please connect with us!

info@oneancientfuture.com

ASSEGAIA  
GLOBAL CONFERENCE for the  

DECLARATION of SACRED SITES

TIMBAVATI / TSAU WHITE LION 
HEARTLANDS, SOUTH AFRICA
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